CHIPEWA RIVERFRONT PLAN

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - EAU CLAIRE
COMPREHENSIVE CHIPEWA RIVERFRONT PLAN
Opens Riverfront - Creates Signature Space
Organizes Space - Consolidates Parking

GARFIELD MALL
Increase Community / Public Space
Combine Sidewalk - Access Road - Open Space
Improved Footbridge Ramp Safety
Improved Vehicle / Pedestrian Safety
Room for Benches -
Expand Schofield Circle - Short-term and Handicap
Upgrade Sub-Street Utilities

STATE FUNDS

PARKING OPTIONS
Add Back Lot of Putnam for Hall Directors & Handicap
Convert Phillips Meters to GF & Handicap
Convert 50 GF to Putnam & Thomas Hall Students
Better Utilize Water Street Lot - Discounts, 5 Hr. Meters

PARKING FUNDS

PUTNAM PARK ENTRANCE
Convert Lot to Greenspace
Add Benches, Tables, Outdoor Classroom
Possible Firepit, Pole Shelter, Landing
Planning by Randy Palmer with Faculty and Staff input

FOUNDATION FUNDS

GARFIELD AVENUE PEDESTRIAN MALL
WITH PUTNAM PARK ENTRANCE
AND PARKING ACCOMMODATION

ALTERNATIVE PLAN FROM MEMBERS OF
PHYSICAL PLANT PLANNING COMMITTEE
Based on ongoing discussions 10/05-5/06